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Meth. We’re On It. – South Dakota
South Dakota’s We’re On It campaign garnered national attention
for its surprising take on the American drug epidemic. Scenes of
‘ordinary people’ proudly announcing, “I’m on meth,” made
appearances on every late-night talk show, from James Corden’s Late
Late Show to the Saturday Night Live weekend update. The state
campaign quickly evolved into a national discussion, as professionals
around the country debated the appropriateness of a campaign that
used irony and humor to raise awareness about the otherwise serious
issue of methamphetamine (meth) addiction. In those discussions,
significant emphasis was placed on tangible elements such as costeffectiveness and practicality, while overlooking more subtle themes
like narrative impact. Most notably, little attention was paid to the
state’s decision to abandon narratives of violence frequently utilized
during the War on Drugs Era in favor of an emerging narrative of
“depersonification” seen in the campaign. Overall, We’re On It
suggests narratives that create associations between drug use and
drug users are inherently counterproductive because they compel
public awareness towards stigmatization and away from informationseeking behavior.
In this paper, I deconstruct the decision to exclude victims of drug
addiction from narratives surrounding drug enforcement. I explore
motives for the implementation of such a public program in dealing
with issues of internal concern to the operations of the state. Finally, I
appraise the value of narratives of depersonification in promoting
public awareness and advocacy. For the purposes of this analysis, I
attribute the organizational rhetoric to the office of Governor Kristi
Noem, given that in her capacity as leader of the state and project
initiator, she maintains final approval of the We’re On It campaign.
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Overall, this paper serves as an investigation into South Dakota’s
effort to dissociate anti-drug efforts from victims of addiction and to
understand the effects of these messages on public opinion and
subsequent social stigma.
Addressing South Dakota’s Meth Use
In 2018, Republican Kristi Noem was elected to the governorship
of South Dakota by a margin of four percent, the closest gubernatorial
race since 1986.1 The publicity of such a close election forced Noem
into a position of action. Generally, governors with low approval
ratings are compelled to favor safe, popular initiatives to bolster
support ahead of their next election.2 It is therefore unsurprising that
in 2019, Governor Noem opted for a popular public health initiative to
address meth addiction, an issue known throughout the state. This
project also gave the governor’s office the opportunity to keep token
campaign promises such as job creation and economic growth. The
campaign is the product of these calculated decisions and three
complex exigencies facing the governor’s office: political, social, and
economic.
Drug enforcement has dominated the political discourse in
America for the past five decades. Since 1971, the federal government
has spent billions of dollars on enforcement initiatives and public
awareness campaigns. The 1980s saw policymakers implement harsh
punishments for non-violent drug offenses to avoid being criticized
for being ‘soft on crime,’ while severe enforcement requirements
continued to displace minority communities and perpetuate cycles of
incarceration.3 During this same period, politicians in the Midwest
South Dakota Secretary of State, “Election Resources: Election
History,” accessed May 16, 2016, https://sdsos.gov/electionsvoting/election-resources/election-history/election-historysearch.aspx
2 James D. King and Jeffrey E. Cohen “What Determines a Governor’s
Popularity?” State Politics & Policy Quarterly 5, no. 3 (Fall 2005): 225247.
3 John Arit, “A Timeline of the Rise and Fall of ‘Tough on Crime’ Drug
Sentencing.” The Atlantic, April 22, 2014,
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/04/a-timelineof-the-rise-and-fall-of-tough-on-crime-drug-sentencing/360983/
1
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generated hysteria by instituting programs to address a ‘new’ highlyaddictive drug called methamphetamine. In reality, meth had been in
circulation for at least 50 years, so popular that it was not uncommon
for physicians to recommend small doses to treat ADD/ADHD,
narcolepsy, obesity, as well as other conditions.4 Among the most
prominent of these campaigns, Faces of Meth showed police mugshots
of meth addicts before and after prolonged usage (Figure 1.1). Images
of skin lesions and missing teeth, intended to scare would-be victims
away from the drug, only reinforced damaging stereotypes.5

Figure 1.1 Faces of Meth. 2004. The Oregonian, Portland.
https://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwestnews/2004/12/the_faces_of_meth.html.
The Faces of Meth campaign illustrates the role organizations have
in constructing the reality of drug addiction. Social constructionist
theorists have conducted extensive research on phenomena associated
with the role organizations play in constructing reality. Claim makers
compete for public attention by demonstrating the relevance of a
given issue as a means to garner economic and moral support. In this
case, politicians, government agencies, and interest groups act as
claim makers in convincing the public that there is a drug crisis in the
first place. Mass media plays a secondary role in distributing claims
across popular mediums, though they also play a role in shaping and

Nicholas L. Parsons, Meth Mania: A History of Methamphetamine
(Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2015), 47.
5 Niall Galbraith, “The Methamphetamine Problem: Commentary on
Psychiatric Morbidity and Socio-occupational Dysfunction in
Residents of a Drug Rehabilitation Center.” BJPsych Bulletin 39, no. 5
(October 2015): 218-220.
4
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motivating public policy.6 Therefore, understanding the social
construction of the meth crisis requires an appreciation of the effect of
claim makers and associated media. South Dakota’s primary news
outlet, KELO-TV, has published several stories detailing the meth
‘crisis,’ despite the relatively few users and decreasing numbers of
youth. 7 8 9 For all of the dangers of meth, the heavy use of the drug
remains contained to select regions of the country. 10
The economic implications of Noem’s anti-drug campaign are
threefold. First, We’re On It was meant to herald the implementation
of a new recovery and treatment grant, to be issued to treatment
services and school-based prevention programs. In total, the 2020
budget includes $1 million for rehabilitation services, with $730,000
reserved for prevention projects.11 Additionally, the governor’s office
has assembled a task force to steer the upper-level strategy of the
Jack C. Doppelt and Peter Manikas “Mass media and criminal justice
decision making. The Media and Criminal Justice Policy”, Ray Surette,
ed. (1990): 129-142.
6

Sarah McDonald, “Law Enforcement Officials Say Meth Problem is
Growing in South Dakota.” Keloland, November 19, 2019,
https://www.keloland.com/news/local-news/law-enforcementofficials-say-meth-problem-is-growing-in-south-dakota/
8 Sarah McDonald, “USD Researchers Working On Projects to Help
With Meth Crisis,” Keloland, November 22, 2019,
https://www.keloland.com/news/local-news/usd-researchersworking-on-projects-to-help-with-meth-crisis/\
9 Michael Geheren, “State, Tribal Leaders Come Together to Fight
Meth: ‘It’s All About Saving Our People’,” Keloland, November 21,
2019, https://www.keloland.com/keloland-com-original/state-triballeaders-come-together-to-fight-meth-its-all-about-saving-our-people/
10 “Statewide Meth Use & Attitudes Survey,” About Us, Idaho Meth
Project, last updated 2007,
http://reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS18532+22-Jan2008+PRN20080122
11 Lisa Kaczke, “’Meth. We’re on it.’: What to Know About South
Dakota’s New Anti-Meth Campaign.” Argus Leader, November 18,
2019,
https://www.argusleader.com/story/news/politics/2019/11/18/gov
-kristi-noem-launches-anti-meth-campaign-meth-were-it/4227949002/
7
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campaign. The second economic impact comes from the ad campaign
itself. The South Dakota Department of Social Services awarded
Broadhead, Co. a $1.4 million contract to produce anti-meth resources
and adverts (almost 45% of the total anti-meth budget). Of note,
Broadhead, Co. is a marketing firm based in Minneapolis, MN.12 This
departure from in-state industry irritated interest groups and citizens
in South Dakota, as the controversy of the campaign, in addition to its
significant price tag, made the contract increasingly unpopular. 13 In
considering the role of claim makers, as argued by Doppelt and
Manikas, distractions from the core issue should never overtake the
purported importance of the claim – and failure to regulate this
intrusion of external narratives almost certainly contributes to the
failure of the claim.14 Additionally, the disruption of an otherwise
politically safe initiative would further imperil the governor’s tenuous
mandate.
The “We’re On It” Campaign
The We’re On It campaign has three main components. The first of
these visual elements is the print campaign. Each of these images
depict a character representative of a given age, race, and/or gender
demographic. In large, white letters to the right or left of the subject,
the words ‘Meth. I’m on it.’ capture the audience’s attention. The
characters are set in a diverse array of backdrops, with an elderly man
set in the foreground of a farm, while a group of teenagers stands
ominously in front of a football field. Another is set in a coffeehouse.
15

The second component of the campaign is the television
advertisement. This video has been distributed through local media
“About us.” About Us, Broadhead, Co., accessed May 16, 2020,
https://broadheadco.com
13 Patrick Anderson, “South Dakotan Ads Group Criticizes ‘Meth.
We’re On It’ Campaign.” Argus Leader, November 17, 2017,
https://www.argusleader.com/story/news/businessjournal/2019/11/20/south-dakota-ads-group-criticizes-meth-were-itcampaign/4248215002/
14 Doppelt and Manikas, “Mass,” 129-142
15 “Meth Addiction is Everyone’s Problem. Here’s How to Fight It,”
Home, On Meth, accessed May 16, 2020, https://onmeth.com
12
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and also plays during targeted ad opportunities for streaming services
such as those commonly seen on YouTube or Facebook. The primary
advert cycles through the familiar cast of characters seen in the
campaign’s print campaign, each actor or actress boldly stating either
“I’m on it” or “I’m on meth.” The video also introduces characters not
shown in the still imagery, including a child and an elderly woman.
The tone of the advert is serious, with foreboding music overlaying
each scene. 16

Figure 1.2 We’re On It Website Homepage. 2020. South Dakota
Department of Social Services, Pierre. https://onmeth.com.
Finally, the website for the campaign (Figure 1.2) serves as the
portal to resources for which the campaign attempts to raise
awareness. At the top of the page, an aerial image of a South Dakota
town looms over the rest of the website, tinted light yellow to match
the rest of the page. Around-the-clock resources are available on the
home screen for addicts looking to receive treatment, as well as an ‘I
want to help’ panel to connect individuals interested in volunteering
or working for the anti-meth cause. Images used in campaign
16

“Meth is Everyone’s Problem”
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graphics are scattered throughout the page. At the bottom, a video
press release from Governor Noem is available for play. Flanking the
video in big, black letters are the words, ‘South Dakota Takes a Stand
Against Meth.’ A News tab provides the audience with a direct feed to
news stories relating to meth and anti-meth efforts, as well as positive
press connected to the campaign, further evidence of the media’s role
as legitimator in the claims making process. The entire site is tinted in
black and light yellow, matching the campaign’s logo, which displays
the state’s outline and campaign slogan within. 17
These artifacts form the basis of my narrative analysis. The
dissemination of still images through social media led to its virality in
the mainstream popular culture, while the video was frequently
featured on late-night shows and news reports. In short, these
components of the campaign are the most immediately recognizable
elements of the campaign, and thus maintain the closest proximity to
the public. The website is central to the execution of the campaign, as
it serves as the portal between first-contact and resource connection
for users, prospective volunteers, and the general public.
Narratively Analyzing Meth – “We’re On It”
In analyzing the artifacts of the We’re On It campaign, I utilize the
narrative paradigm. In following with the narrative paradigm, I first
identify the storyteller and their objectives by evaluating key
contextual information based on the rhetorical situation. I then view
each artifact separately to understand the role they play in furthering
the objectives of the organization. Images are appraised
independently as well, given the likelihood that separate objectives
exist within the target audience for each image. Finally, I evaluate the
success of the campaign in achieving its goals and analyze which
elements of the campaign were more or less successful, as well as
which elements of the artifacts led me to this conclusion.
To conduct my analysis, I utilize an evaluative narrative method
of analysis in deconstructing the effects of the We’re On It campaign.
Walter Fisher popularized the narrative proposing that all
communication evokes elements of storytelling that are intended to

17
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satisfy the goals of the rhetor.18 For the purposes of this study, I treat
each scene depicted throughout the campaign (ex. farmer, students,
etc.) as individual narratives and analyze them independently for
narratives of depersonification and inclusion. There are four main
elements of narrative theory. First, narratives must be comprised of at
least two events, be they active or passive. In the case of the We’re On
It campaign, the farmer standing in the field followed by his
proclamation, “I’m on meth,” is evidence of a stand-alone narrative.
In other words, his story does not interact in any way with other
character images in the campaign and vice versa. It is important to
note here that, while the poster images themselves are not narratives
(due to their static nature), they are representations of the narratives
demonstrated during the live-action advert.
The second element of narrative is that events are organized by
time order. This does not necessarily imply chronology; it only
requires temporal priority between events.19 I argue that the events
recorded in the advertisements are definitively narrative in this way
and explain how meth is used to demonstrate interruptions in a sort
of temporal order. This is an important distinction, given that simply
making a statement does not qualify as a narrative and is more
evocative of symbolic paradigms.
The third requirement of a narrative is that temporal relationships
between events in the story must be causally linked. By necessity,
narratives must demonstrate change or development, and therefore
static scenes are disqualified from narrative classification.20 Similar to
the previous requirement, my exploration of the We’re On It narrative
observes meth as an independent actor, causing events to take place
within each narrative. Because the characters are responding to methuse inside their own timelines, meth influences each character in a
distinct yet indiscernible way. For example, the shock in seeing an
elderly woman in a church confess to being on meth has a significant
yet different impact than hearing the same proclamation from a child
on the playground.
Walter R. Fisher, “Narration as Human Communication Paradigm:
The Case of Public Moral Argument,” Communication Monographs 51,
no. 1 (1984): 1-22.
19 Sonja K. Foss, Rhetorical criticism: Exploration and Practice (Long
Grove: Waveland Press, 2009)
20 Ibid.
18
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The fourth and final requirement under the narrative paradigm is
the unification of a cohesive subject. It is insufficient for a story to
break up focuses or areas of interest. Instead, the subject must be
primary and consistent throughout.21 It is for this reason that I chose
to examine each depiction independently, rather than trying to tie
them into a greater whole. By viewing each narrative in isolation, we
can identify which symbols and representations were used to identify
with target groups or communities.
The (New) Faces of Meth
Governor Noem’s effort to reimagine the American anti-drug
campaign is one of complexity. One of the most controversial aspects
of the advertisement is the obvious tension between humor and
sobriety that inhabits each narrative. The audience knows that meth is
a serious issue but struggles to reconcile such somber themes with the
absurdity of the characters in question being “on meth.” This
perception of humor serves as the greatest indictment of the American
anti-drug effort. After all, why couldn’t a handsome young man, a
respected farmer, or a church-going elderly woman become addicted
to meth? Any one of the narratives shown throughout the campaign
reflects a reality occurring daily across South Dakota, as well as the
rest of the country. However, the normative conditioning of
yesterday’s drug campaigns has reinforced stereotypes of what a
meth addict ‘should’ look like. Campaigns like Oregon’s Faces of Meth
project demonstrate a monolithic dimension of the drug crisis in
America that shows all victims in the same light, their worst light.
We’re On It challenges these established biases through narratives of
depersonification and inclusion that audiences in the state can
identify and relate with, instead of constructing caricature-like
antagonists to rally against.
The first scene in the series (See Figure 1.3) shows a young man in
a coffeehouse. The setting appears urban and safe, in sharp contrast to
assumptions about the setting of drug use cultivated over the past
fifty years. His face is handsome, yet serious and stern. The subject of
the coffeehouse scene is a caricature of modern living, a scene
normally absolved of the immiseration of drug addiction. A similar
message is told in the fourth scene (See Figure 1.6) where young men
21

Ibid.
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stand at the end of a football field. The image of the students,
engaging in a recreational activity located so primarily at the social
center of the American education system, evokes connections to the
hometown team, to your brother or to your son.

Figure 1.3 [Young man in coffee shop]. 2020. South Dakota
Department of Social Services, Pierre. https://onmeth.com.

Figure 1.4 [Woman in a field]. 2020. South Dakota Department of
Social Services, Pierre. https://onmeth.com.
The second and third scenes share similar stories (Figure 1.4 and
1.5, respectively). Scene Two depicts a woman in a field staring into
the camera. The seemingly intrinsic humor of the phrase ‘Meth. I’m
on it.’ is lost on the image’s subject, who faces her photographer with
seriousness and intensity. The woman is of middle age, but free of the
197

physical markers now synonymous with meth use. Similarly, the
subject of the third scene stands alone within a farm setting. The
farmer mythos speaks loudly in this image, resonating with the
persona for which the Rushmore State is best known. Although
stereotypical depictions of meth-addled rednecks have festered in the
public sphere for decades, the farmer stands isolated in the image
with a sort of unquestionable reverence.

Figure 1.5 [Farmer standing in a field]. 2020. South Dakota
Department of Social Services, Pierre. https://onmeth.com.

Figure 1.6 [Three young football players on the football field]. 2020.
South Dakota Department of Social Services, Pierre.
https://onmeth.com.
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Appeals to settings and characters that make up well-structured
social norms for the campaign’s audience make the campaign’s
message especially potent. The use of classic characters which
represent key symbols of South Dakota mythos serves to show the
power of the crisis at hand. Throughout each narrative, symbols of
power and fortitude are challenged by the scourge of meth use. The
young man, full of vitality and faced with boundless opportunity, the
future of South Dakota, struggles with meth use. The devout
Christian, who’s participation in church is matched only by her faith
in it, struggles with meth use. The American farmer, revered for his
steadfastness and work ethic, struggles with meth use. These are not
only characters South Dakotans know, these are characters South
Dakotans respect. To see these icons compromised by the drug
addiction incites a feeling of urgency and demands immediate and
effective action.
The inclusion of such a diverse cast of settings and characters
serves to remind the public of the pervasiveness of the meth crisis and
encourage buy-in to the governor’s claims. The campaign’s scenes are
inclusive, though not exclusively, avoiding the racially charged
pitfalls of former campaigns throughout the country. Most important,
the role of the subjects in each image relative to the drug crisis is left
ambiguous. Which characters are users? Which characters are
bystanders? The campaign leaves these questions unanswered,
perhaps to further break down expectations of what a meth addict
looks like and to redistribute responsibility amongst the audience, as
if to say, “If they’re on it, so are you.”
The common theme throughout each of these narratives is
succinct: Meth interrupts lives. For a young student, for a thirdgeneration farmer, for a caring mother, for a little girl, meth overtakes
the actions of the self or the actions of loved ones in ways that are no
longer their own. The oppressive tone of the advertisement is not
simply thematically relevant, it represents the voice of the disease,
pushing our protagonists further away from their life before
addiction. Never before has a drug been given quite so much
personality and responsibility in American anti-drug discourse. The
result of this narrative decision is twofold. First, the onus is shifted
away from the victim by identifying the aggressor, meth. The
characterization of the drug makes a compelling alternative for the
frequent scapegoat of users and does away with the necessity of
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destructive illustrations and fear mongering. Instead of being afraid of
meth users, the audience should be afraid of meth.
The second impact of the characterization of meth is shown in its
versatility. While the Faces of Meth project and the now infamous Just
Say No campaign showed rigid contexts of drug use, the meth of
Noem’s We’re On It campaign interacts with each character
differently, giving the audience a distinct feeling of empathy toward
each actor or actress as he or she delivers the line that this paper takes
its name from. This flexibility is then much more easily digested and
applied to the real world. The viewer is left to ask questions such as:
How would meth interact with the people I care about? How would
meth interact with me?
Discussion and Contribution to Rhetorical Theory
Like the anti-drug campaigns of the past, the overarching goal of
the We’re On It campaign is to discourage drug use and distribution.
However, what makes Governor Noem’s program unique is the way
in which drug use is discouraged. Rather than deterring drug use
through narratives of violence or using social stigma and shame as
preventative checks on drug use, Noem’s campaign acknowledges the
existence of a problem, and confronts it with sobriety and
compassion. Take, for example, former First Lady Nancy Reagan’s
Just Say No Initiative.22 While the phrase “Just say no,” seems easy
enough to remember and fits well on a bumper sticker, it grossly
oversimplifies the psychological or socioeconomic conditions that
often lead someone to drug use. In this context, the cavalier attitude
underscoring the command “Just say no,” seems to imply that only
the ignorant and stupid would say “yes.” This kind of framing puts
the onus on the victim to take charge of a complex and alwaysevolving situation. Such discourse then facilitates the social isolation
and stigmatization of people with addiction, as they are relegated to a
second class that couldn’t be bothered to “Just say no.”

Rachel Doll, “A Closer Look at the Origins of the “Just Say No”
Campaign,” Cocaine Rehab, Asana Recovery, accessed May 16, 2020,
https://asanarecovery.com/a-closer-look-at-the-origins-of-the-justsay-no-campaign/
22
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In contrast, Noem’s initiative distributes responsibility
universally. The phrase “I’m on Meth,” while apparently humorous,
satisfies three important rhetorical functions. First, the diversity of the
acting cast forces the audience to appreciate the diversity of the drug
epidemic. Unlike Nancy Reagan’s Just Say No, the subjects of South
Dakota’s drug crisis are not condemned to be faceless others. They are
not shown as lesser through an illusory lens of choice. Instead, We’re
On It shows mothers, fathers, students, and professionals struggling
in communities ravaged by addiction. It shows them taking the threat
seriously and sincerely. The message is abrupt and effective: it can
happen to you.
Second, there is an apparent effort by We’re On It organizers to
focus the rhetoric around combatting meth use and not meth users.
Compared to other campaigns, the clear focus of Just Say No and the
Face of Meth campaigns is to tie in drug users with their addiction.
This homogenization of actor and action creates a confusing
relationship between addicts and the audience and cultivates a
rhetorical situation that makes it difficult to vilify drugs without
vilifying drug users. For example, the Faces of Meth project displayed
convicts in progressing stages of their meth use. Unsurprisingly, the
progression of the addiction coincided with significant deterioration
in physical appearance, with noticeable damage to the skin as well as
the emergence of ‘meth mouth.’ While the project attempted to scare
youth into avoiding meth use, its only real effect was to cultivate a
fear of meth users.23 These campaigns further isolate victims from
communities and support systems that are vital to their recovery.
Finally, the greatest asset of the We’re On It campaign is its
attention to diversity. Anti-drug campaigns have historically
promoted narratives of adverse inclusion, using drugs enforcement as
a mechanism to antagonize communities of color.24 We’re On it places
special emphasis on inclusion and diversity, with actors from all
genders, races, and ages taking part in the series. 25 It is unsurprising
that such care was taken in the construction of these narratives, given
that one of the primary issues facing South Dakota’s drug crisis arises
Anderson.
Matthew D. Lassiter “Impossible Criminals: The Suburban
Imperatives of America's War on Drugs,” Journal of American History
102, no. 1, (June 2015), 126–140.
25 “Meth is Everyone’s Problem”
23
24
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from racial disparity. Sixty-nine percent of Native American
respondents, for example, report they have no access to tribalsponsored meth rehabilitation centers.26 Bridging the gaps between
reservations, rural communities, and the state’s major urban centers is
an apparent objective of the campaign.
Conclusion
Governor Noem’s efforts to create a comprehensive anti-drug
message are effective in redefining the conversation on drug
enforcement and messaging. Similar campaigns of the past that
utilized shame and stigma as weapons to wield against human crises
were only effective in creating new crises or perpetuating old ones.
Noem’s campaign sidesteps the mistakes of these failed projects, in
favor of inclusive, depersonified narratives. The ambiguity of the
scenes leaves audiences with space to interpret and imagine, without
promoting intolerant or unproductive discourse. The subjective
humor associated with the campaign does not translate well into the
themes of the advertisements, which address the issue with the
severity one would expect in the face of a crisis. The success of We’re
On It will depend solely on external factors of perception, including
but not limited to, the importance of out-of-state contracting for the
campaign and political fallout from the distribution of financial aid to
treatment centers.
Yet extrapolation of the narrative is only useful insofar as the
theory applies to the world beyond this paper. Researchers interested
in expanding on my work would be best served by examining
disparities in opinion on the campaign and investigating the effect of
program funds made available to meth support services. Data
pertaining to resources provided on the organization’s website, such
as number of hotline calls made and volunteers sourced online would
also aid in a more objective appraisal of the campaign’s success.
Finally, data on the overall opinion of the governor’s office before and
after the release of the campaign would demonstrate the effectiveness
of the anti-drug effort in securing public support. It is possible that
National Congress of American Indians, “Methamphetamine in
Indian Country: An American Problem Uniquely Affecting Indian
Country,” (November 2006), https://www.justice.gov
26
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this trend has evolved in the past decade, and that drug treatment
policies no longer serve as safe shelter for politicians looking to score
quick points.
The findings of this study could serve as a foundation for antidrug campaigns and similar efforts in the future. These issues concern
the daily lives of people who face the consequences of narratives that
organizations construct about them. Failing to recognize the effects of
these constructs would not only violate the rhetor’s ethical obligation
to those who are affected by such campaigns, but such ignorance also
risks dooming victims to prolonged and exacerbated immiseration.
The trend toward depersonification of the drug epidemic will be vital
in exonerating victims from destructive social stigma and providing a
powerful lens through which to view these crises.
Although Governor Noem’s efforts may be mired in political
context and limitations of its execution, the underlying philosophies
of the We’re On It campaign represent significant developments in one
of America’s most serious public health issues. Rhetors who
understand the significance of this project will be much more effective
in building on its progress and avoiding its pitfalls. When it comes to
productive discourses surrounding health and drug use, we all would
all be well served to ‘be on it.’
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